
Art. 32024

Using-instructions
Rechargeable maintenance work lamp 

7 W SMD LED

Use in dry location only

7 W SMD LED
150-200 Lux (1m)
450-550 Lumen

Li-Ion 7.4 V
4000 mAh

7 W SMD LED
150-200 Lux (1 m)

450-550 Lumen

SMD

-5°C - 40°C
7 W SMD LED

3.5-4.5 h
7.4 V

4000 mAh

Li-Ion
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A : Lamp cover

B : 14 x 0.5 W SMD LED

C : Handle

D : Hook

E : Bumper

F : ON-OFF Switch

G : Battery volume indicator

H : Socket
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Using instructions
Before use the light simply plug into 230 V AC 10 Amp power source such as a common wall receptacle (Image 1).

Let the light fully charge until the green indicator on the charger turns on.

Charge this light every month if not in constant use and as well as after each use if it is used often to insure longevity.

To use the light simply turn the on/off switch to the ON position (Image 2). 
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When attaching the light to the vehicle please be sure that the light is firmly attached and cannot fall and or scratch 
the vehicle. 
It is the user's responsibility to make sure the light is correctly attached.

Once the light is properly attached it can be rotated to the best position to cast the most light to the desired location 
by simply rotating the light. As you rotate the light you will hear the clicking of the ratchets which will hold your light 
in the desired position.

Instructions for changing the LED BOARD
(don't open the lamp and exchange during guarantee-time, you would loose the claim for guarantee)
- WARNING! Disconnect the light from the power source before attempting any repair
- Replace the LED board with original parts.
- Unscrew the screws from both handle-side (Image 5)
- Carefully take off the handle cover and take off the connector from PCB board for the handle-side with on/off 
   switch (Image 6,7)
- Carefully remove the lamp holder and the carefully pull off the lamp cover (Image 8)
- Unscrew the screws from both side and take off the connector (Image 9)
- Pull off the bad LED board and replace the new one, then reassemble (Image 10)
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A LIGHT NOT MARKED for OUTDOOR USE is to be used for INDOORS ONLY.
Risk of electrical shock. Not for use near gas, combustible or explosive materials.
Misuse can lead to FIRE or DEATH by electrical shock.
Please read carefully and follow all directions before using.

- KEEP CHILDREN AWAY

- Fully insert plug into (100 - 240 V AC) power source

- Grasp plug, NOT CORD, to remove from outlet

- Don’t use in or around tubs, showers, sinks, pools, hot tubs, or in a wet 

  environment 

- Do not operate light with wet hands

- DO NOT USE a damaged cord set

- Inspect light periodically

- Keep lamp away from hot objects

- DO NOT open, repair or modify

- Unplug when changing LED board, use only LED board from original factory

Warnings and cautions

Warning

WARRANTY
We do not take responsibility for any damage caused by misuse or any use that is not in compliance with the 
safety standards described herein .

CUSTOMER SERVICES
Contact your local importer of your specialized dealer to obtain address of our service department.
You find our partners under www.KRAFTWERKtools.com


